Quick Connect Cable Terminal Mounting System

for use with Water Cooled Cables

Quick Connect Cable Terminal Mounting System

The Southwire Quick Connect Cable Terminal Mounting System is comprised of a specifically designed round cable terminal in conjunction with a quick change clamp adapter.

This unique cable mounting design has been proven effective in reducing cable installation time by over 60%.

The round terminal eliminates the terminal orientation problems that typically plague the traditional flat spade terminals.

The captive hardware on the clamp adapter eliminates the need for additional loose hardware to install the cable. It also reduces installation time by effectively eliminating lost hardware or hardware falling from a bucket lift at the installation site.

Water Cooled Power Cable Terminal Mounting Features:

- Quick install round terminal
- Cable lifting ring that can remain on the cable
- Captive hardware on clamp adapter.
- Removable lifting eye nuts for ease of mounting clamp adapter.
- Silver plated contact surfaces